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so, 1871.

Be it known that we, RICHARD M. Her:

" In Figs. _1, 2,:and 3 of the drawing,"a and b

and STEPHEN D. TUCKER, of the city, coun represent inclined feeding-tables,_on which the
‘ ty, and State of New York, have invented sheets of paper are to be placed, and from
certain Improvements in Printing Machinery, which they are successively fed by operatives ,
to the feeding-in cylinder. The lower end of
of which the. following is a speci?cation:

Nature and Objects of the Invention.

the upper feeding-table a is just v above, and

that of the'table b just below, the feeding-in
The?rst part of this‘ invention consists in cylinder 0. They ‘are to he provided with the
combining feeding-tables, from which the usual means to enable the operative to pre
sheets to be printed are supplied, with mech
anism for taking the sheets of paper alternate-_
ly'from the opposite feedin -tables, and pre
senting, them in rapid succession .to the im-_

sent the lower edge of each- sheet to the prop

er place to be taken by the 'gripers o'r ?ngers.
The feeding-in cylinder 0 is- of the usual con

struction, with 'gripers or ?ngers to-seize and

forward the sheets, and it receives mo
pressioufcylinder; andthe invention has for carry
tion from the main shaft d by the train of cog
its object to more rapidly feed the sheets of

paper to. be printed in printing-machines.‘ wheels e f g. ‘Itis provided in the usual man
The second part of this invention consists ‘in ner with griping-?ngers h projecting from a a
a mechanism by which the sheets, as they shaft, i, mounted in a recess made for that
come from the printing-machines, are directed purpose, and one end of the said gripcr-shaft
alternately .to opposite sides so as to be deliv-' projects beyond one end of the cylinder,-and
ered in piles alternately on one and then on is provided with a wing and crank-pin, j,
the other side, either by two separate ?y~ which are actuated by mechanism k,1nonnted
‘ frames, or, as ‘the equivalent thereof, a double in the side frame, to turn it when the gripin'g
acting fly-frame; and this part of said inven ?ngers are turned in one direction to gripe
tion has for its object the more rapid delivery the edge of a sheet of'paper against the sur
lot‘ the printed sheets.‘ The third part of said face of the cylinder, and then in the opposite
invention consists“ in a means of securing stew direction to liberate the sheet. .This mechan»
reotype or other solid printing-plates or sur ism k is of the usual and well-known construe;

faces directly to'the surface of .the type-cylin vtion heretofore used; but that" part of it for'
ders of printing-machines, by means of which . closing the ?ngers is duplicated, the two. sets
the blocks and iron frames heretofore employed being represented ‘at K K, one set being above
for the purpose are dispensed with ; and ‘it and the other below the shaft of the feeding-n
has for its object to avoid the serious incoh incyl'inder a, one set to operate the ?ngers
veniences produced-in the. use of them.

Description of the Accompanying Draining.

‘ vfor taking the sheets from one, and the other

for taking thesheets from the other, feeding
table.

'

'

Figure-1 is an elevation of the front of the ' v The machine being in operation, a sheet of- a
machine. Fig. 2 is an elevation of the back. paper on the feeding-table a.‘ is moved down
Fig.3 is'a vertical section in a plane parallel by the operative to the. proper gage so that
to the plane of Figs. 1 and 2, and represent its lower edge will be in the required position -

ing, by dotted lines, the mechanism beyond to be griped by the ?ngers of the feeding-in
the feeding-in cylinder. Fig. 4', a face view cylinder. 80 soon as 'griped' the, sheet is car
of one of the type-cylinders, with the stereo ried around and presented to the impression~

type-plates secured to'it. Fig. 5, a like view, cylinder No. 1, which is on the shaft of the
cog-wheel f, and receives motion from the
with the stereotype-plates removed.
'
‘ Similar letters of . reference indicate like

main shaftvby the cog-wheel c. This cylinder,

parts in the several ?gures in which they is provided, as in the usual manner, with grip- '
in'g-?ngers 1,.operated in the usual manner,
006111‘.
General'Dbaor'iption. .

which gripe the same edge of the sheet as it is
liberated-by the griping-?n gers of the feeding- .

We 'will?rst describe the construction and
operation of the?rst part of said invention“. ‘in cylinder. The sheet of paper thus trans.
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I ferred is presented to the type-cylinder A, No. as the sheets can be presented by the opera
1, andre'ceives the required impression on one tive from the feeding-tables. .

surface, and, while it is being sorprin'ted, It, , Iuithe drawing, Figs. 1 and 3, it will be

continues to be held to the surface of the ini
pression-cylinder No. 1 until the self-same
edge is carried up and presented to and gripcd
‘to the surface of the impression-cylinder No.
2 by its griping-?ngers m, at the same time
_ that it is liberated by the griping-?ngers l of

seen that the type-cylinders have forms upon
half their surface only, and for more rapid 1

printing it will only be necessary to give the
other half of the type-cylinder a form, provide
additional feeding-tables, increase the size of

the feeding-in cylinder 0, provide additional

?ngers for additional sheets to be printed, and
thus double the capacity of the press, (the
spects like No. 1, and is provided in like man sheets being fed from the tables alternately.)
The type-cylinders are to be provided with
ner with griping-?ngers. It is turned with
equal velocity, but in the reverse direction, the usual or other suitable inking apparatus,
.
by the cog-wheel n on its shaft, which receives not necessary to be described. ' he sheets of paper will be delivered from
motion from the cog-wheel f on the shaft of
the impression-cylinder No. 1. ‘The end of such a printing-machine too rapidly to be laid
the sheet of paper whichis not gripcd is held in one pile by the‘ mechanism usually em
up by tapes against the under side of the im ployed for that purpose, and known as the
pression-cylinder No. l as it is passing’ to the ‘f ?y,” as such mechanism has been heretofore
cylinder No. 2. _ ,Tliesejtapeswill hereafterbe
described. The sh eet. of paper by being, thus‘, r‘qv'e‘will ‘now describe the second part" of
transferred from iinpression-cylinder No.v 1 to - said invention‘.
Referring to the same drawingyq and rrep
, No. 2 is reversed, so that the surface'which
has been printed is in contact with the sur-_ resent two parallel shafts,v which are Iro
face ofiinpression-cylinder No. 2 and its ill] tated in opposite direct-ions by pinions s and
printed surface outside, and that isin succes t, on their outer ends, the one 8 receiving mo

the impression-cylinder No.- 1. The impres

sion-cylinder No. 2 is constructed in all re

applied.‘

,

r

I

'

sion presented to and printed by the type cyl tion from the cog-wheel n on the shafts of the
inder A, No. 2. The type-cylinder A, No.- 1, impression-cylinrlerNo. 2. These two shafts
carry each a series of pulleys, u and v.

receives motion from the impression-cylinder
No. 1 by cog-wheels f and o, and the type-cyl
inder A, No. 2', from impression-cylinder No.
2 by the cog-wheels n and p. The surfaces of

A se

ries of tapes, w, passes around the series of
pulleys u of the shaft q. From the under- side
of it they pass under a guide-roller, x, at one

all four of these cylinders travel at the same -.end of the frame, and thence upward over a
speed and in the direction indicated by the second guide-roller, 3], near the _ top of the
arrows-in Fig. 3; After the sheet of paper frame‘; thence under and around a third guide
has been printed on the secondsnrface by‘the roller, _2', to and over a fourth guide-roller, I),
type-cylinder A, No. 2, it is to be carried off just above and awlittle back of the roller x, be
and delivered, which operation will be pres fore ‘described; then back to the series of pul

ently described. While the ?rst sheet of pa leys a, passing under a sixth ‘guide-roller, 0‘,
Just below the series of
by the impression-cylinder No.1 to the im pulleys vathere "is a corresponding range of
pression-cylinder No. 2, as above described,v pulleys, (11, on ‘a- loose shaft, and these pulleys

per is being printed on one side and delivered near the pulleys

a second sheet of paper is ‘presented from the carry another series of tapes, 01, which pass
feeding-table b,_as described, withrcference from the top of the pulleys dl'to and under the
to the ?rst sheet on the feeding-table a, so tapes‘ 10, where they pass under the guide-roll

' thata-t the next operation the griping-?ngers er w; thence up over the gnide-rollery down
of the feeding-in cylinder, instead of being op- ' to and under a series of pulleys, f‘, back ,to

erated when opposite the lower end of the
feeding-table a, are operated when'they come

the series of pulleys (Z1.

.

"

'

A sheet of paper being delivered between
opposite ‘the lower edge of the feed-table b, the two series of tapes .w and c‘, at the bight
from which they take‘ the second sheet, which of the two series of pulleys a and a‘, will be
is in turn presented to and taken by the tin carried along in nearly Horizontal direction
gers of the impression-cyliinler No.1 at the between the two seriesof tapes to and under
beginning of the second revolution of that cyl~ the guide-roller m; thence nearly in av vertical .
inder, carried around to be printed on one direction to and over the guide-roller 3/, over
surface by the type-cylinderA, No.j1,‘present I to the front of this roller, while the series of
ed to the impression-cylinder‘No. ,Qfan‘d the, tapes w leaves it to return, and it will then
reverse side presented by it to,the'typelcylin descend in nearly a vertical direction in front
der A, No- 2, to be printed, and/then? delivr of the series of tapes 0‘, and in front of the ?y
‘cred, as before.

'

a

_

_

,fraine, so that at the instant the upper end of

V

the sheet is liberated in front by the series of
tapes ‘w it can be thrownv downv upon the pile
ing-tables by the same feeding-in mechanism, by the fly-frame. At the other end of the
so that the machinery can be carried at the frame there is a like arrangement of pulleys,
desired velocity to print on both sides as fast 'tapes, and guide-rollers to carry and deliver

, . , In the manner above’ described, th‘efs'heets“ "

of paper aretaken alternately from the feed

v

sheets‘ 'of paper in the». oppositei'direction.
accompanying drawing, but
These corresponding duplicate parts are'indi scntedf-du?tlie'
only one i‘ofethe fly-frames and appendages ~
cated on the drawing by corresponding leti is represented,__as one is but the repetition. of
ters, which are marked 2 to designate them.
the other ' When at rest

the rods of the ?y- “
from the parts above described. Some of the rfl‘ame’s are... in ‘a nearly vertical
position, 'anda
series of tapes marked to” on vthis end of the little back of the series of tapes as, where these
machine, instead ‘of being arranged as the are nearly in a'vertical position, and as soon.
others of the series, or like the tapes 40 at the as the sheet of paper is liberated-by the series
end of the machine, already described, are of tapes 102 it is struck by the rods 0’ of the
‘made of greater length, and pass from the ?y-frame and thrown down in a pile.
iiy-_.
sixth guide-roller 0'‘ under and around a por frame, is drawn up by a cam, p’, on theThe
end
of
tion of the impression-‘cylinder N o. 1, to hold ' the longitudinal shaft 70", which acts ouan arm,
up the sheets of paper and prevent them from
on one end of the rock-shaft, the cam being‘
falling from the impression-cylinder before be ~ g’,
so formed as‘to hold up the‘ ?y after-lifting it,
in g e?'ectuall y transferred. From this they pass and until a‘ sheet is to be delivered, and then
over and around _the impression-cylinder No. ‘the
cam passes the arm q’ and permits the?y
2, ‘and thence down. to the series of pulleys v ‘ to be thrown out by a spring, r’, on a rod, 8’,
on shaftv r, before described. These tapes of; which iseonnected with a crank‘pin of ‘arm
the series w” are marked a:3 to distinguish t‘, on the end of the rock-shaft a’. The cams
them from the rest of the series. Where they
the two opposite ends of the shaft k1 are to
pass around the impression-cylinder No. 1 at
be so placed that they will alternate ‘the oper- they are outside of the sheet of paper, which ations of the two ?y-frames. '
may be passed through _ the machine, but
' W'e will now describethethird part of our

wherethey pass around the impression‘cylinf

der No. 2 they are between‘. the sheet of paper

invention;

.

-

Referring‘ to the drawing,
3, 4, and'v5, '
and the surface of the cylinder,“so that they longitudinal and transverse Figs.
grooves, or.3 and
guide the end of the sheet of paper, after it

and b“, are formed in the periphery of the
has been printed, to the space between the printingcyliuders, These grooves are dove
two series of pulleys u and c on the shafts q tailed, and to them are ?tted counter-clamp
and 'r; and ‘as the sheets of paper are to be de blocks 0“. d3, ‘so as to slide therein. The stereo
livered alternately in opposite directions when type or other printing-plates e", curved so that»
they enter the space between the pulleys u their inner surfaces will ?t the periphery of

and 'v to be carried to one end between the ' the _. printing-cylinders, are formed with their
two series of tapes w and e‘, or to the opposite outer edges beveled from the outside of the

end between the two series 102 and 02, the ends‘ printing-‘surface, as represented at f3.
of the sheets are to be pushed alternately in
The plates so prepared are placed in their 1

opposite directions. .For this purpose there required positions on the periphery of the.
is ahorizontal rock‘shaft, g‘, just below the ' printing-cylinder, and‘ there clamped by outer
shafts q and r, and in a plane perpendicularly -

clamping-blocks g", by means of screws 1'“,
between them. From this shaft projects up . whichfpass through the outer clam ping-blocks,
_ ward a series of guide-rods, .h’, which play in and which are tapped into the outer clamp
the spaces between the pulleys u and 12. On ing-blocks. The outer clamping-blocks at the
the other end of the shaft 91 there is an arm, outer edges of the outer plates are prevented
'5’, the upper end of which is 'in a cam-groove, from yielding out-ward, when clamping the bev
j, on a, longitudinal shaft, k’, which receives eled
‘edge of theplates, by screws j’, which
motion from the main shaft (1' by a bevel-pin are tapped into the ‘counter clamping-blocks,
ion, l, and bevel-wheel in’, so proportioned as and'bea'r against the cylinder, and their. heads _
‘to give to the longitudinal shaft k’ half a rev are ?tted to semicircular recesses in the outer
olution to one of the impression-cylinders, the edges of the clamping-blocks. .
cam-groove being so formed as to vibrate the
As the two series of counter clamping-blocks
guide-rods to one side for one ‘revolution of

are ?tted to slide in the two series of grooves,
the impression-cylinder, and in the opposite which
are‘ at right angles to each other,'and
direction for the next revolution. The upper the outer clam pin g-blocks are'fastened to these,
ends of the guide-rods are spear-shaped, so

,it follows that they can be adjusted in posi

that when thrown in one direction between tion to clamp plates of any size directly to‘the.
the pulleys of the series to they will form surface of the cylinder, for when the outer and ,

guides to direct the sheet of paper between the counter clamping- blocks are drawn to
the two series of tapes w2 and c2, and, when geth er by the screw, the outer blocks are drawn
'vibrated in the opposite direction, they will to the counter-blocks and to-the outer beveled
guide the sheet of paper to and between the faces of the edges of the plates, thereby draw
two series of tapes w and'e‘. ' In ‘this way the

ing these plates directly to the surface of the

sheets of paper are taken and alternately de
livered in opposite directions. At each end of . Having thus fully described the novel feat
the frame there is a. rock-shaft, n’, with a se-_ ures and characteristics~ of . said invention,
riesof parallel rods, 0’, which constitute the what
weclaim is.
.
,
?y-frame. Both of these shafts are repre
1, The combination ofltwo or more feeding
cylinder.

-

>

-

4
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tables,‘with the means described, or the equ'ui- scribed, for clam ping stereotype orotlier print
alent thereof, for taking'the sheets of paper jug-plates directly to the surface of the type
from the feeding-tables-aud conducting them

cylinder, as set forth,

7

to the impression~cylinders, substantially in

RIOHD. M. HOE.

the manner and. for the purpose ‘described.

STEPHEN D. TUCKER.

"

2. Separating or changing the direction of

'

.

the printed sheets of paper so that they may
be automatically piled in two or more piles, or
in more than ‘one pile, by mechanism con-

Witnesses to signature of R. M. HOE:
O. H. IRISH,
0. ARNQUX.‘

structed and operating substantially as de-

'Wituessesto signature of S. l)..TUcKsR:

scribed.

‘

‘

I

3. The means, substantially, as herein de-

J OHN E. DONIGAN,

FRANK PURDY. .

